Fifth year Careers in politics

Organization

- **Transverse skills**
  - **Method conferences (10.0 credits ECTS) (Mandatory)**
    - General knowledge
    - Economics
    - English
    - LVB
  - **Languages (Choice: 1 Among 8)**
    - LVB – German
    - LVB – Arabic
    - LVB – Chinese
    - LVB – Spanish
    - LVB – French as a foreign language
    - LVB – Italian
    - LVB – Portuguese
    - LVB – Russian

- **Examinations (6.0 credits ECTS) (Mandatory)**
  - Final Oral Examination – English
  - Final Oral Examination – LVB

- **Consolidation of disciplinary knowledge**
  - **Certificate 1 (9.0 credits ECTS) (Mandatory)**
    - Historical sociology of politics: issues and methods
    - Sociology of expertise
    - Urban policies and governance
  - **Certificate 2 : Law and politics (9.0 credits ECTS) (Mandatory)**
    - Legal issues specific to political occupations
    - Parliamentary rights and practices
    - Consultation, participation and public debate

- **Transition into the professional world**
Workshops, simulations and tutored projects (Mandatory)

- Sociological interview
- Sociological observation
- Public budget analysis
- Electoral analysis
- English for specific purposes
- Meetings with professionals

Thesis or internship

Organizational unit
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